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Cas Calc 3D released for iOS and tvOS - Powerful Scientific Calculator
Published on 08/23/16
Pilcrow AG announces Cas Calc 3D 2.0.2, an update to their powerful scientific calculator
for iOS and tvOS. Cas Calc 3D was designed specifically for scientists, mathematicians,
students and generally people who need precise and reliable calculations in a timely
manner. It features 3D graphing capabilities and comes with more than 1,400 ready to use
functions. Version 2.0.2 introduces an all new kernel based on 64bit architecture, LATEX
Parser and script interface, GNU Plot library and more.
Pfaeffikon, Switzerland - Pilcrow AG is proud to announce the release of Cas Calc 3D
2.0.2, an update to their powerful scientific calculator developed for iOS and tvOS. Cas
Calc 3D was designed specifically for scientists, mathematicians, students and generally
people who need precise and reliable calculations in a timely manner. It features 3D
graphing capabilities and comes with more than 1,400 ready to use functions.
The latest 2.0.2 update introduces an all new kernel based on 64bit architecture, making
Cas Calc 3D faster while adding a few extra digits for better accuracy. Additionally Cas
Calc 3D is now compatible with the GNU Plot Library and supports GNU script. Furthermore
the UI has received some tweaking to match the screen of the iPad Pro and especially the
presentation on Apple TV.
"It's a while since we released the last major update for Cas Calc 3D, and usually you
don't change a running system. All the same we found it was about time to take advantage
of the 64bit Kernel. We also noticed that Cas Calc 3D is meanwhile widespread in many
classrooms all around the world, therefore we thought it would be nice to have it run on
Apple TV as well." explains Christian Schaffner, General Manager of Pilcrow AG, and
continues: "Due to its popularity the integration of GNU plot and GNU script was also an
appropriate step that was long overdue. We believe now that with this release Cas Calc 3D
has become the quickest and most versatile CAS graphing calculator app for iOS and Apple
TV."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Compatible with Apple TV
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 84.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Cas Calc 3D 2.0.2 is $11.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Education category. For more info,
please contact Christian Schaffner.
Pilcrow:
http://www.pilcrow.ch
Cas Calc 3D 2.0.2:
http://www.pilcrow.ch/product/cas-calc-3d-scientific-3d-calculator-math-science/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/cas-calc-3d-scientific-3d/id553442273
Screenshot 1:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple19/v4/d8/14/01/d81401cb-77c3-1725-dad2-13bb3f4bbceb/s
creen696x696.jpeg
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Screenshot 2:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple71/v4/08/a0/44/08a04431-3eda-d0dce054-b1d94d3807c9/screen696x696.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple42/v4/b1/20/fb/b120fb3a-7985-e00fd07a-57ff5aa842bb/icon175x175.jpeg

Based in Pfaeffikon, Switzerland, Pilcrow AG is an independent company founded in 2010 by
Christian Schaffner. Pilcrows main focus is developing powerful, versatile applications
for the Mac, iOS and AppleTV platforms. Copyright (C) 2010-2016 Pilcrow AG. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, iPhone, iPod, iPad and AppleTV are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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